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Opening Remarks

SELLING MASTER DATA TO TOP MANAGEMENT
How to convince top management of the impact that a proper master data strategy can have 
on business to secure funding and sponsorship necessary to the future of the function in SSC

• Changing the perception of data in the company: Stakeholder management skills and the 
business case for impactful data management to get higher funding
• How to get the support from HQ to handle increasing workloads while delivering on the same 
quality of service
• Political involvement and empowerment of the master data function towards a new guiding 
and advisory business-driven role supported by top management

Vojtech Sulc, Head of Master Data Maintenance Team & RPA Implementation Hub Lead, Deutsche Börse Group (CZ)

MASTER DATA OWNERSHIP & GOVERNANCE
Defining a governance model that supports strong data ownership to unleash the potential 
of the MD function and drive it to become a true value-adding business partner

• Streamlined reporting structure in place and ties to the top to position master data as a key 
player in business-driven decision making
• Early adoption and fast transition to a master data governance model backed-up by strong 
data and process ownership to be recognized as a true business partner
• Scope and limits of the master data mandate: How to define the proper focus area and 
end-to-end process integration that make business sense
• Becoming true subject-matter experts: Empowering master data to decide on deletion, 
archiving and storage activities of data in the best interest of the company

Diana Brebeanu, Team Lead Customer Master Data, Bosch Service Solutions (RO)

SPEED NETWORKING
20-minute ice-breaker to get in touch with your fellow colleagues from various organizations, discuss 
challenges and exchange business cards… Of which you’ll need plenty!

MORNING BREAK AND NETWORKING

CROSS-FUNCTIONAL COOPERATION & INTEGRATION
Further integration and improved cooperation between data handling functions: How can master 
data be the catalyst for the centralization of data processing that delivers on better effectiveness

• Process execution, roles and responsibilities in a multi-functional environment: Is master 
data owning the data?
• How can AP, procurement, risk scoring/profiling, suppliers evaluation, customer MD, 
shipment dispatch, etc. better work together
• Best practice sharing in successful collaboration model with IT
• Going beyond departments cooperation: How to build more open network based on 
companies’ cooperation for data sharing

Helena Požgaj, Digital Office & Master Data Manager, TOP Accounting Services - INA Group (HR)

PANEL 1 // Q&A
Half-an-hour discussion with the 3 above speakers to deepen the topics covered during their 
presentations

CHANGE MANAGEMENT, STANDARDIZATION & OPTIMIZATION
Change management tools and techniques at play to support your master data team in the required 
standardization and optimization of existing processes to reach higher quality of delivery

• Team leaders’ mindset change, associated communication and buy-in to engage into new ways of 
working that are more in line with today’s increasingly technology-driven environment
• How to move from old, outdated and poorly integrated systems’ installations (if at all) to more 
standardized solutions that render better quality of service
• Increased efficiency for long-term future: Lean and continuous improvement are the new black 
for automation and cost reduction not necessarily driven by RPA

Tomáš Lacika, Team Manager Master Data Delivery, Henkel Shared Services (SK)
David Baťka, Manager Automation MDM, Henkel Shared Services (SK)
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DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION, AUTOMATION & TECHNOLOGY
A 30,000 foot-view of the transformation journey of the master data function to turn digital 
and embrace 21st century’s efficiency with the help of automation and technology

• Digging into technology software you can use and implement in-house without hiring 
external (costly) IT company for implementation
• How to utilize the scale and potential of the cloud to initiate the digitalization journey of 
your master data function
• A look at modern forward technology like blockchain to simplify your processes and increase 
security
• Is RPA the best tool to support your automation journey? Process identification, implementation, 
testing and long term impact on your team and operations

Tibor Bogdán, Junior Manager – Master Data Management, Avis Budget Group (HU)

COMPLIANCE, FRAUD PREVENTION & DATA SAFETY
How can master data lead the way in fraud prevention activities that ensure data integrity
and safety and respond to an increasingly compliant-heavy environment

• Compliance and data quality process improvement: How to identify and clean-up your 
data to keep only what you need and facilitate maintenance and updates
• Is there a safe way to manage your data using automation? Auditing cloud solutions out 
there to measure the convenience vs. security ratio
• Best practices in vendor master data controls: How to constantly run bank details data 
checks and successfully block cyber phishing attempts

Michał Kijanowski, Senior Master Data Manager, COTY (PL)

PANEL 2 // Q&A
Half-an-hour discussion with the 3 above speakers to deepen the topics covered during their 
presentations

AFTERNOON BREAK AND NETWORKING

ROUND-TABLES DISCUSSIONS
1-hour session in groups of 6-8 people to deepen the topic of your choice (to be picked from the 
most crucial challenges faced by SSC operators in MDM).
Suggested topics include, but are not limited to:

• Full data lifecycle management: Creation, modification and challenges in closing data objects to 
keep clean and updated information
• How to hire the right people and maintain high levels of engagement in MDM teams?
• Multiple ERP systems and challenges in keeping them all in sync to ensure proper data integrity
• Mass migrations: How to plan ahead, identify and define the project owner and when to involve the 
MDM team?
• Who owns and who uses the data? Best practices in developing a collaboration model with IT
• Where to find the funding or how to build up the business case for larger investments in the MDM 
arena
• Data safety, security and fraud prevention (cyber phishing, bank details, human errors, etc.)
• How to better and faster handle MD modification requests from the business?
• Best practices in vendor master data management
• Impact of GDPR on master data operations
• And more
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